Datalere Initiate MVP Program
Empowering the Use of Machine Learning for the Enterprise
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Organizations that take advantage of machine learning solutions will thrive in this modern economy. Datalere’s Data
Science team has been helping organizations do just that for over 10 years.
Our Initiate MVP Program helps your organization get started by providing education and a minimum viable product that
can both be used to support larger machine learning initiatives. This “proof of value” base program gives your
organization the jumpstart and confidence they need to rapidly start to deploy impactful solutions.

HOW OUR INITIATE MVP PROGRAM WORKS
-

-

-

-

Phase 01: Two Day Machine Learning Hands-On Workshop
Invite the broader teams from throughout the enterprise as we take you from basic fundamentals to advanced
techniques for implementing machine learning. Supported by over six hands-on labs, attendees will leave the
workshop with the knowledge needed to initiate cohesive programs.
Phase 02: Identification, Discovery and Planning of a Key Application for MVP
We work with your team to identify a well defined business use case tied to actionable outcomes. From there we
create detailed requirements and develop a plan for success.
Phase 03: Implementation of MVP Program
Using best practices for agile deployments, the Datalere Data Science team will work in conjunction with your
technical team to implement a solution that is durable and cost eﬀective while using the latest innovation for
machine learning deployment.
Phase 04: Executive Readout Session
This session, estimated at two hours, provides an executive readout of the program. During this time we will
present the MVP solution, an overview of the project and recommendations tied to ROI for future
operationalization and enhancements.

DELIVERABLES
-

A curated, architected machine learning solution that can be operationalized.
An architected cloud environment (where applicable).
Executive Readout including project overview, recommendations for future growth and operationalization tied to
ROI.

THE BENEFITS OF OUR INITIATE MVP PROGRAM
This four to six week program provides:
- A functional proof of value solution built for growth that can be used to secure future funding of machine learning
initiatives.
- Education of data teams in the use of machine learning and best practices.
- Mentoring of key staﬀ throughout the program.

If you would like more information about our Initiate MVP Program, please contact us at
info@datalere.com.

